Near-field visualization of light confinement in a photonic crystal microresonator
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By using scanning near-field optical microscopy, we directly map the subwavelength confinement of light around a point defect in a two-dimensional photonic crystal microresonator. Comparison of our results with the outcome of three-dimensional finite-difference time domain calculations allows us to identify small imperfections in the structure that result in the spatial modification of the intensity distribution. © 2004 Optical Society of America

The wave fronts of light in a photonic crystal (PC) undergo substantial modulations on length scales much shorter than one wavelength. Therefore it is not possible to examine the spatial details of light propagation by conventional far-field optics. To circumvent this problem, PCs could be investigated with scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). Indeed, in recent years SNOM has found increasingly more applications in the study of photonic devices. In this Letter we use near-field imaging to visualize the subwavelength confinement of light at the upper surface of a deep two-dimensional PC microresonator.

To obtain SNOM images, one needs to scatter the nonpropagating near fields on a sample by raster scanning a fine subwavelength probe at a few nanometers from its surface. The dimensions and geometry of the probe determine the resolution and the strength of the signal. A finer probe provides a higher resolution at the cost of a weaker signal and vice versa. The most widespread type of SNOM uses a metal-coated optical fiber tip with a subwavelength aperture at its end. Alternatively, an apertureless probe, such as an uncoated fiber tip, could be used to detect the evanescent waves on the sample.

An electron microscope image of the PC studied in this work is shown in Fig. 1a. The region of interest in our experiment is marked by the white square. A point defect in the middle together with two line defects construct a microresonator that is fed by input and output waveguides. Figure 1b schematically displays the central elements of our setup. The light from a continuous-wave optical parametric oscillator is focused on the entrance facet of the first waveguide. A chemically etched single-mode uncoated fluoride glass fiber tip (probe 1) is used to locate and map the intensity distribution at the exit of the second waveguide. In a previous report we used this scheme to detect the two resonances that appear in the photonic bandgap of this structure at wavelengths of 3.621 and 3.843 μm, with quality factors of 640 and 190, respectively. In this work we add a second uncoated fiber tip (probe 2) to interrogate the evanescent field at the upper surface of the PC structure, which is 100 μm deep.

Figure 2a displays the topography signal of the part of the sample that is examined by probe 2. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1b, the tip used was not very sharp. Therefore the lateral topography resolution was low, and the individual pores were not easy to recognize.
might deviate slightly from their nominal values. In fact, electron microscopy studies of macroporous silicon PCs have shown that one might typically obtain fluctuations of as much as 10% in the diameters of the pores neighboring the missing pores. Finally, we find that the light intensity drops dramatically at the surface of the second waveguide.

To explain our experimental findings, we performed three-dimensional calculations with the FDTD method. The real space was discretized in a cubic grid with a size per grid cell of ~0.11 μm, and the depth of the system was taken to be 26 μm. The diameters of the pores neighboring the point defect and the two line defects were taken to be 5% larger than those of the bulk PC. This was established in our previous study and is caused by a proximity effect in the electrochemical etching process during fabrication. The incident laser beam was considered to have a Gaussian profile with a FWHM of 6 μm and entered the PC structure with its axis placed at a depth of 4.5 μm from the PC–air interface.

FDTD simulations revealed that the intensity distribution in the waveguide and the microcavity could respond sensitively to the slightest modifications of the pores surrounding them. In Fig. 3a we plot an outcome that reproduces all the important aspects of the SNOM measurements. Here two holes surrounding the microcavity and two holes along the input waveguide (marked by arrows in Fig. 1a) are taken to be 5% smaller than the bulk value. To compare this image with its experimental counterpart in Fig. 2b, we
accounted for the finite SNOM resolution by convolving the image with a Gaussian profile.\textsuperscript{16} The result is shown in Fig. 3b and has a striking resemblance to Fig. 2b. The good quantitative agreement between the two becomes clear in Figs. 3c and 3d, in which we plot two cross sections corresponding to those shown in Figs. 2b and 3b. The FWHM of the Gaussian filter function that yielded the best results was determined to be 1.4 $\mu$m, implying a resolution of about $\lambda$/3. We note that since three-dimensional calculations are time consuming for deep samples, we did not exhaust the search for the perfect match between theory and experiment. As a result some residual features of the experimental data, such as the small deflection of the beam in the input waveguide and the exact tilt of the cavity mode, were not reproduced.

Another aspect of the experimental data that is verified by the simulations is the low intensity in the output waveguide, an effect that was not predicted by previous two-dimensional FDTD calculations.\textsuperscript{13} Figure 3e shows the in-depth intensity distribution in the $yz$ plane along the middle of the waveguides and the point defect. After interacting with the point defect, the light was pushed downward and split into two beams. We believe this nontrivial behavior stems from a combination of surface reflections and volume diffraction of light close to the interface of a deep PC. We examined various parameters, such as the beam waist, coupling depth, and laser frequency, as well as the configuration of pore imperfections, and concluded that the details of the beam spread in the $yz$ plane could be strongly influenced in a qualitative fashion. Here it suffices to note that the vertical beam displacement in the second waveguide resulted in much less light at the surface of the PC, which is in agreement with our experimental observation.

We now point our attention to the signal dynamics in the measurement. Although the PbSe detectors used are not very sensitive, the noise in the measurement is negligible, and we typically obtained a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 100. Furthermore, the cross sections shown in Figs. 3c and 3d allow us to put a lower limit of 20 on the signal-to-background ratio. The low scattering background is particularly noteworthy considering that we used uncoated fiber tips. We comment in passing that elimination of a propagating background light is not possible when detecting luminescence of active material embedded in the PC.\textsuperscript{1,6}

In conclusion, we have reported on high-resolution SNOM measurements of optical fields confined to a subwavelength two-dimensional PC microresonator. By comparing our experimental image with the outcome of the three-dimensional FDTD calculations, we have discovered slight deviations of structure parameters from their nominal values. A quantitative match between SNOM images and their numerical counterparts should be feasible for shallow PC structures, for which the numerical calculations are fast, and strong near fields at the surface allow finer SNOM probes to be used, therefore yielding higher resolution without loss of signal.
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16. The quantitative details of the near-field interaction between a tip and a sample depend strongly on the geometry of the tip, polarization of light, etc. and cannot be modeled in an accurate manner. Therefore we simply assume a generic Gaussian profile.